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Make Conversations With Customers More Profitable.
Overview
Easy Contact gives your customers a fast and easy way to ask a question or send you
feedback and information. It gives you the ability to organize their messages into subject
areas that make sense to you. Whether the customer message is about a product/service, a
previous order, or a problem the customer is having with your web site, Easy Contact’s ease
of access, data logging and email distribution abilities will increase the speed and accuracy
of your communications, as well as enhance the quality of your customer engagement.

Making Customer Communication Easy and Profitable
More and more, online retailers like you are learning that, while price is important, online
shoppers still expect and gravitate to customer service. (Don’t believe us? Check out how
Zappos is doing.) Easy Contact is designed to make one of the fundamentals of customer
service (communication) easy, fast, and efficient.
1. It provides a clear, concise, and compelling “prompt” that your customers are guaranteed
to see when they have a question or concern that, if unanswered, may result in them going
somewhere else.
2. Because each “subject” (or message topic) can be sent directly to someone who is better
equipped to answer the question, precious time is saved in responding to the customer (and
less chance of a request being lost in the shuffle). For example, questions about order
status can go directly to the person who manages orders. Questions about an affiliate
program can go to the affiliate manager. You could even have a web developer get all
questions about site issues.
3. Easy Contact captures a good deal of information that they customer may not even know
themselves. For example, while some may know the browser they are using, many do not
know what version of that browser they are using.

Here’s a quick list of the data provided and how it might help to respond to your customers:
Data
Collected

How it might be helpful

Current Page

Often a customer might have an issue with a specific page.
However, since most Contact Us forms are on their own
page, the customer may not remember the original page.

Click Path

This is literally all the pages the customer viewed. This data
is extremely valuable for replicating a problem. Customers,
even if they provide the “trail”, typically don’t remember all
the links. In addition, this info can be helpful to see how
customers actually find things – which may be different than
what you think.

Cookies

One of the most common causes of checkout issues is
whether the customer’s browser accepts cookies. Easy
Contact tells you this accurately. (We’ve seen many cases
where customers THINK they accept cookies, but really
don’t.)

Customer
Location

City, State, Zip and Country. This can help resolve shipping
questions and is especially useful if you sell location-specific
products.

Customer
Account

Tells you if the customer has an account, and if so, if they
are assigned to a price or availability group. This is helpful if
you have pricing and availability plans with different
customers.

Order History

Shows order ID, order date and history if they are logged in
as a customer.

Easy Contact Anatomy
When Easy Contact is installed, your customers will see something like this on all pages of
your site (unless you elect to remove Easy Contact from specific pages).

The Easy Contact Prompt
If the customer clicks the prompt, they get the Contact Form message box.

The Easy Contact Contact Window
After entering the info and submitting the form, a confirmation message appears in the
Contact Form box.

Confirmation prompt
All of this is easy to see and set up to your satisfaction. Easy Contact provides a Preview
function so you can see exactly what your customers will see.

Configuring Easy Contact
Easy Contact Settings
The appearance of the Easy Contact prompt and contact forms is controlled from the
settings in the modules interface (Form Settings tab).
You DO NOT have to make any changes to these settings. They are provided to allow you to
adjust the message and appearance of the Easy Contact windows to better match your
site’s needs and design.

Form Settings Tab

The following lists the Easy Contact settings that affect the appearance of the Prompt and
Contact Form windows.
Default Email: Type an email address that will be used as the default TO: email address for
customer contact submissions. This is the email that is used if you do not use message
subjects (see Manage Subjects.) or if you leave the subject’s email field blank. NOTE: if you
leave this blank, your default Miva Store email will be used. Generally, using any nondomain email address will cause problems or will not work.
Subject Prefix: You can add text that will appear in as the first part of the Subject line even
if you have additional subject lines entered in the Manage Subjects tab. (This is strictly for
your benefit.)
Show Preview: Click to view a preview of the current settings. This preview will open in a
new window or tab depending on your browser’s settings. Note: if you make changes in the
settings, be sure to Save Settings before viewing a preview.
Prompt Window Settings
Text: Type the text you want to use as a prompt to your customers. We recommend using
something simple and direct. All valid HTML mark-up, such as font size/color, image calls,
etc. is allowed. (Note: leave the pre-defined classes intact, as they are functional CSS.)
Location: Choose the general location for the prompt.
Top-left, Top-right, Bottom-left, Bottom-right.
Remember that this display ‘floats’ over any other
content on the page, which is why we recommend
keeping close to one of the page corners.

Offset (0 – 99): Lets you specify the offset (space)
between the prompt and the closest edges of the
browser window.

Height and Width: Lets you adjust the height and width of the prompt. Typically, you will
need to change this to so that your Prompt text will fit appropriately.
Allow Minimize: If checked, a small “minimize” tab appears on the Easy Contact Prompt.
Customers can click this tab to minimize the Easy Contact prompt window. The prompt
stays minimized until they restore it. (This is tracked by a session cookie, so if they return,
the prompt window defaults back to its normal position and size.)
Contact Window Settings
Message: Type a heading and introductory text for the Contact form. . All valid HTML markup, such as font size/color, image calls, etc. is allowed. (Note: leave the pre-defined classes
intact, as they are functional CSS.)
Confirmation: Type a “Thanks for contacting us message”. This message will appear inside
the Contact window after the customer has successfully submitted the contact information.
(Note: leave the pre-defined classes intact, as they are functional CSS.)
Title: Enter a title for the Contact window.
Button Text: Enter the text to appear on the button that
submits the Contact form.
Height and Width: Lets you adjust the height and width of the
Contact form. Typically, you will need to change this to so that
your Contact message and other elements will fit
appropriately. The default height is ‘auto’. This lets your
browser set the height according to the space required for the
elements in the form. This will be appropriate for almost
everyone.

Show Phone: When checked, displays a field to allow
customers to add their phone number. Unless you frequently
“call” your customers back, we advise NOT including this field
as customers may expect a phone call if they provide a
number.

Shared Settings
These settings affect BOTH the Prompt and Contact displays.
Background Color: Enter the background color of the
displays. You can use the pop up color selector button,
or simply enter the hexadecimal color value.

Border Color: Enter the color of the border around the
displays. You can use the pop up color selector button,
or simply enter the hexadecimal color value.

Drop Shadow: Check to add a drop shadow effect to
both the prompt and contact window.

Padding: Enter the amount of white space you want
between the frame of the windows and the overall
content of the frame.

Border Style: Select the style of border you want.
Either solid, dotted or dashed.

Border Width: Enter the width (in pixels) of the border
around the displays.

Border Radius: Enter the amount of roundness you
want for the corners of your Prompt/Contact form.
Entering 0 will give you a square box. Typical values
are between 4 and 18 pixels.

Border Shadow: Enter a number to control the shadow
effect on the border.

Overlay Settings
Overlay Background Color: Enter the color used to ‘fade out’ the rest of the page so that the
customer focuses on the Contact form. You can use the pop up color selector button, or
simply enter the hexadecimal color value. (Works in conjunction with the Opacity setting.)
Opacity: Select how dark you want the overlay background color to be: 1 being the lightest
and 9 being the darkest.
Advanced
Advanced Settings: When selected, the Additional Inline Styles box appears. You can use
this area to define any new styles or override existing styles for Easy Content windows.
These controls are intended for those who have a good understanding of how CSS works.
These inline styles are added in AFTER the default inline styles to allow you to override them
if needed. (And, if you need any more information than that, then this box is not for you.)

Manage Subjects Tab

These settings control the contents of a Subject drop down in the Contact window. You can
add as many as you like, provide a Subject line, determine who gets the message based on
selected subject, and set the order of appearance of subjects in the list.
Add New Subject
Subject: The Subject to appear in the dropdown of the Contact window and as the subject
for the email message that gets sent.
Email: Type the email address which will receive all messages with this subject. If you leave
it blank, the Default Email will be used.
After entering a subject (and optionally an email), click Add to add this subject to the list.
Edit Subjects
Subject: The Subject to appear in the dropdown and as the subject for the email message
that gets sent. You can edit an existing subject by changing this.
Email: The email address which will receive all messages with this subject. If you leave it
blank, the Default Email (set in the Form Settings screen) will be used.
After changing a subject or email, click the Update button to save the changes.
Order: Determines order appearance of subjects in the Contact window. Click the + or – to
move the adjacent subject up or down.
Delete: Check this box, and then click Update to remove a listed subject.
Additional Settings
Show Subjects in Contact Form: Checking this box will show the drop down (or radio
buttons) for Subjects in the Contact window.
Display as Radio Buttons: Checking this box will show subjects in the Contact window as
radio buttons instead of a drop down select box.

View Messages Tab

The View Messages tab provides a convenient place to review all messages sent via Easy
Contact. This can be useful to see patterns of concern or interest from your customers.
You can rollover the Messages column to see the complete text of longer messages. You can
also remove messages you no longer wish to see.
Clicking each column (except for Message) will sort by that column’s values, either
ascending or descending.
You can also filter for messages containing specific keywords.

To remove a message
✓ For each message you want to remove, check the Remove box, and then click the
Remove button. Clicking the checkbox in the header will select ALL messages. In
addition, you can click the Archive on Remove checkbox to have all messages saved into
a delimited text file.
Note: The message archive file is saved to the Miva store data directory (for example,
/mivadata/Merchant5/s01/). It can be retrieved with a standard FTP client and opened
in a text editor.
To filter for keywords in messages
✓

In the Search box, type the search words you want. As you enter search terms, the
message display will shrink or grow to display only the messages containing that term.

Additional Tips and Techniques
Here are additional tips and techniques to get more out of Easy Contact, or to handle special
situations.

Prompt Tail (Speech Bubble)
Adding a tail to the Easy Contact prompt gives it a “speech bubble” appearance making it
more friendly and inviting.
To add a tail to the Easy Contact prompt
1. In the Form Settings tab, open Advance Settings.
2. In the Inline Styles, paste the following into the Additional Inline Styles textarea and
then make the appropriate changes:
.ecPromptDisplay:before {
content: ' ';
position: absolute;
left: 13%;
top: 100%;
border: 13px solid;
border-color: #800000 rgba(0, 0, 0, 0) rgba(0, 0, 0, 0) #800000;
/* need to write these two colors same as border */
.ecPromptDisplay:after {
content: ' ';
position: absolute;
left: 15%; top: 90%;
border: 12px solid;
border-color: #FFFFFF rgba(0, 0, 0, 0) rgba(0, 0, 0, 0) #FFFFFF;
/* need to write these two colors same as background */}

3. When done, click Update and preview your changes.

Alternate Placement of Easy Contact SMT Item
If your Global Footer template is not used on every page where you want Easy Contact to
appear, you can either find a different template or, on the pages where the Global Template
doesn’t appear, add it to the Page template.

Other Possible Template Choices for the Easy Contact SMT Item
Here’s a list with comments about other possible choices to the Easy Contact SMT item
placement.
Navbar

Most sites use the Navbar template on all pages. Simply add
the SMT item at the bottom of Navbar template

Category
Tree

Not all sites use the category tree on all pages, but many do.

Calling Easy Contact with a Link
You can easily open the Easy Contact dialog from another link or object. (For example, if
you want to maintain your Contact Us link in a page footer.)
To open Easy Contact from another link or object
✓ Surround the text, image reference, etc. with a container assigned to the. ecPromptText
CSS class. For example:
<a class="ecPromptText">Contact Us</a>
-OR<a><span class="ecPromptText">Contact Us</span></a>

Errors and Uninstallation
Most program errors are logged to an error log, located in the Miva store data directory. It
is named pm_easy_contact-error.log.
If you want to start fresh, you can use the Restore Default Settings button in the
module’s tab in the Miva Admin Utility Settings.
To remove the module from your store, please click the Unassign button in the module’s
tab in the Miva Admin Utility Settings. Failing to do this will cause Miva to give an error
message when removing it from your store.

